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Gaming headphones Havit GAMENOTE H2022U USB 7.1 RGB

Backlit RGB gaming headphones
High  quality  gaming  headphones  will  work  well  during  every  game.  They  offer  crystal-clear  sounds  and  strong  sounds.  Thanks  to  the
built-in  and adjustable  microphone,  you can communicate with  other  players  during the game or  listen to  music,  and the stylish  RGB
backlighting will give your gaming experience a unique gaming character.
 
Excellent sounds
High quality, 50mm speakers, realistically reflect the sounds, with full depth of bass, providing an amazing gaming experience. With the
H2022U, you will not hear any interference or noise. The sounds reproduced by the headphones are clear and deep.
 
High quality and comfort
The earmuffs are covered with nice to the touch ecological leather, which additionally dampens sounds from the outside, so that you can
listen only to what you want. They are very comfortable and comfortable, so they are great for hours of gaming.
 
Stylish backlight
With stylish RGB backlighting, you can enjoy the gaming atmosphere and feel like a professional player in every game.
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Producent
Havit
Model
H2022U
Membrane diameter
50 mm
Headphones bandwith
20 ~ 20000 Hz
Headphones impedance
32±15%Ω
Headphones sensivity
114 dB±3 dB
Build-in microphone
Yes 6.0 x 2.7 mm
Microphone bandwith
20 ~ 20000 Hz
Microphone sensivity
-43 dB ± 32 dB
Connectivity
USB + 3.5
Wire length
2.0 m
Working current
⩽ 35 mA
Additional infomations
RGB Backlighting
Flexible microphone
USB 7.1
Color
Black

Preço:

€ 14.50

Jogos, Headphones
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